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Abstract. The earlier merge conflicts are detected the easier it is to
resolve them. A recommended practice is for developers to frequently in-
tegrate so that they detect conflicts earlier. However, manual integrations
are cumbersome and disrupt programming flow, so developers commonly
defer them; besides, manual integrations do not help to detect conflicts
with uncommitted code of co-workers. Consequently, conflicts grow over
time thus making resolution harder at late stages.

We present a solution that continuously integrates in the background
uncommitted and committed changes to support automatic detection of
conflicts emerging during programming. To do so, we designed a novel
merge algorithm that is O(N) complex, and implemented it inside an
IDE, thus promoting a metaphor of continuous merging, similar to con-
tinuous compilation. Evidence from controlled experiments shows that
our solution helps developers to become aware of and resolve conflicts
earlier than when they use a mainstream version control system.

Keywords: software merging, version control, continuous integration,
conflict detection, continuous merging.

1 Introduction

Programming inside teams of multiple developers generally results in merge con-
flicts between concurrent changes. Conflicts can be difficult to detect in object-
oriented programs without adequate tool support, and result in software defects
as developers work more in parallel [14].

The problem with conflicts is that the later they are detected the costlier they
are to resolve [1,8]. This is especially true as time passes without developers
integrating their changes with those of co-workers. Not only conflicts can grow
too much such that more code needs to be reworked later, but changes become
less fresh in developers’ minds making it more difficult to remember what was
done and where to start resolution.

Recognizing this problem, good practice recommends developers to frequently
integrate concurrent work to enable early detection of conflicts [1,8]. However,
there are several limitations with manual integrations. First, they are disruptive
because they require developers to pause their tasks, thus breaking the flow of
programming. Second, they only detect conflicts with changes already committed
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in the Version Control System (VCS),1 but they do not detect conflicts with
uncommitted changes in the developers’ working copies of the software system,
so conflicts may grow as time passes thus making their resolution harder at late
stages. Besides, mainstream VCSes only detect conflicts between overlapping
textual regions in two versions of the same file (direct conflicts), but not between
concurrent changes to different files (indirect conflicts). Third, when integration
builds fail, developers still have to spend time understanding what happened
and tracing failures back to the responsible changes and their authors.

This paper contributes a solution to report structural and semantic conflicts
inside the IDEs of affected developers as conflicts emerge during programming. It
is supported by a novel merge algorithm that continuously integrates in the back-
ground (in real-time) both uncommitted and committed changes in a team. The
result is a metaphor of continuous merging, much like to continuous compilation
inside the IDE, that alleviates developers from the burden of manual integrations
for the sake of conflict detection, thus keeping them focused on programming.
In contrast to our initial paper [10], this presents our background merging algo-
rithm, and evaluates our solution using controlled experiments, showing evidence
of its usefulness compared to only using a VCS.

The following sections are summarized: Section 2 describes the problem of not
detecting conflicts early, and shows the limitations of current VCSes and manual
integrations. Section 3 presents our solution to early conflict detection and its
background merging process. Section 4 presents an empirical evaluation that
sustains our solution. Section 5 lists the related work, and Section 6 concludes.

2 Problem

Imagine three developers checking out the same working copy of an applica-
tion from a VCS, and then making concurrent changes. Mike ❶ changes class
Mammal to extend Animal, and checks in. Anne ❷ creates class Primate by
extending Mammal, adds a feature to move primates to an absolute position,
merges Mike’s changes from the head of the development line in the VCS, and
checks in. Meanwhile, Bob ❸ changes class Animal to move animals by some
distance from where they are, merges Mike’s and Anne’s changes, and checks
in. Note that all changes were done to different files, so the merges were clean,
that is, the VCS reported no conflicts. The final code in the development line is
shown in Fig. 1. The problem with the final code is that an unexpected override
conflict affecting the “move(int, int)” methods was not caught by the VCS, and
now, it is causing this bug: if “Animal.move(int dx, int dy)” is called on a pri-
mate, this will move to position “(dx,dy)” instead of moving distance “(dx,dy)”
from its current position, as expected for animals.

Using the VCS, the earliest the conflict could be found was when Bob merged
Mike’s and Anne’s changes. Nevertheless, the VCS told him “Go ahead, the
merge is clean!”, so Bob has no reason to suspect Mike’s and Anne’s files. Even
though he had written a test for “Animal.move(int dx, int dy)", this would not
1 E.g., Subversion (http://subversion.apache.org) and Git (http://git-scm.com).

http://subversion.apache.org
http://git-scm.com
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Animal

-px: int
-py: int

+move(int dx, int dy)

Mammal

Primate

-x: int
-y: int

+move(int x, int y)

1
2 3

Fig. 1. The final merge at the head

check primates because Bob did not know about them when he wrote the test,
so testing would not help much in this case.

The practice of frequent manual integrations has some limitations too. If Bob
attempts to frequently integrate the code of his colleagues, he will probably bring
code tangential to his work [1], and interrupt him too much. Because manual
integration does not detect conflicts with uncommitted code in working copies,
the best chance to detect the conflict is if Mike and Anne checked in often.
However, they may prefer to defer check-ins until when they are finished with
their tasks, thus delaying the detection of the conflict. On the other hand, this
practice requires developers to check-in partial changes just for the sake of con-
flict detection, thus causing distraction and polluting the VCS with insignificant
check-ins.

Eventually, a few days later a user approaches Bob: “Do you remember that
animal move feature I asked?”, “Yes!?”, “It does not work for gorillas!”, “How’s
that?”, “Well, you coded it, go figure out!”. Unfortunately, time passed and
changes are no longer fresh in Bob’s head, so he will have to work harder to
investigate and resolve the bug. He will have to remember what he did before,
determine the impact of the bug on other parts of the code, approach his col-
leagues if they are available, and decide what to do. At least he will have to
remove one of the duplicated points, rename one of the “move” methods, and
change where in the code there are dependencies on the removed point and the
renamed method. All this requires more time and effort than if the conflict was
detected earlier. This example is simple but shows that conflicts can be difficult
to detect and are costly to resolve when found late.

Wouldn’t it be helpful a tool that did continuous (real-time) integration in
the background to automatically detect the above conflict as it emerged during
programming, and reported it inside the IDE, thus exempting developers from
manual integrations and from all that rework? This is what our solution does.

3 Solution

Our solution assumes that a software project comprises one or more teams of
developers, each team working along a development line (or branch) [1] supported
by a mainstream VCS, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The information flow inside a team

Team members follow the typical “copy-modify-merge” process: they check
out working copies of the system from the development line, modify the working
copies, merge other members’ and outsiders’ changes into the working copies,
directly or via the line, and check in their working copies into the line.

Simultaneously, changes to the code are captured when files are saved in
working copies or checked in into the development line, and transmitted to back-
ground merging in order to continuously update a background system, called the
team’s merged system. This system is then post-processed to automatically de-
tect conflicts as they emerge inside the team. In addition, when members leave
the team the effect of their changes is removed from the merged system.

Changes in working copies are sent to background merging automatically, or
manually if the developer wants to take control — for example, a developer may
decide to transmit only when changes are reasonably stable. Anyway, changes
can only be sent if the working copy compiles successfully, to avoid syntactically
invalid code entering the merged system. On the other hand, changes at the head
of the development line are always automatically processed, so developers should
guarantee that check-ins do not carry compilation errors into the development
line, which is a good practice and an easy one to ensure using today’s IDEs and
VCSes (e.g., via pre-commit hooks).

Conflicts are reported in detail to affected members inside a view in the IDE,
much like compilation errors are reported today, thus promoting a metaphor of
continuous merging.

3.1 Tracking Changes

The working copies, the check-ins along the development line, and the merged
system are abstractly modeled as trees of labeled, typed, and attributed nodes
representing the physical folders, files, and program elements. The labels allow to
match nodes in different trees for computing changes between consecutive trees,
and the types and attributes define how source code is stored in trees. Labels,
types, and attributes are specific to the language domain.

We implemented our solution for Java programming, and chose the labels as
the names of folders, files, fields, and the signatures of methods. In some cases,
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to disambiguate program elements in the same scope, like classes and interfaces,
the labels are the concatenation of name and type. Only folder nodes do not
require attributes.

Fig. 3 exemplifies how changes inside the team are tracked and merged in the
background (this figure will guide us throughout Section 3). In Fig. 3a, Anne
and Bob made several concurrent changes to base file F.java, which were merged
in the background into the file in the merged system (background merging is
described in Section 3.2). In Fig. 3b, the content of some nodes in the base file
is shown as an example of how source code is mapped to nodes and attributes.

Fig. 3c shows the trees of the base file and those of Anne’s and Bob’s working
copies of that file.2 As developers change the code, the working copy tree evolves
from the base tree as follows: unchanged nodes are shared by the two trees (e.g.,
Bob did not change node “e”); added nodes only exist in the working copy tree
(e.g., Anne added node “a”); deleted nodes only exist in the base tree (e.g., Anne
deleted node “e”); and changed nodes appear as new nodes in the working copy
tree (e.g., Anne’s and Bob’s node “pi”). In addition, added, changed, and deleted
nodes cause a change of their parent nodes (change propagation), as it happened
with file node “F.java”. The arrows represent the succession relationships be-
tween the nodes in consecutive trees (the successor points to the predecessor).
Likewise, the evolution of nodes between the trees of consecutive check-ins in
the development line follows the same rules.

The Evolution Tree. The evolution of the software as it changes is tracked in
the evolution tree, shown in Fig. 3d for F.java. The entries in this tree are called
evolution graphs, and they capture the succession relationships of the nodes
in the same labeled position in the working copies and the check-ins along the
development line, as shown by the arrows. In a graph, the dark circles represent
added or changed nodes in a tree, and the white circles, called null nodes,
represent deleted nodes in a tree. In the figure, the labels “b”, “A”, and “B”,
indicate from which trees in our example the nodes come from (e.g., graph “e”
shows a node deleted by Anne that is shared between the base and Bob). A node
is older than another if it precedes the other on the transitive closure of the
succession relationships (e.g., Bob’s node “e” is older than Anne’s null node “e”).

In a graph, the nodes that are not succeeded are called forefront nodes
because they contain the most recent edits to the attributes. A graph is n-way
if its number of forefront nodes is n (> 0). A graph is consistent if all forefront
nodes, except null nodes, have the same type (in this case we say that the graph
is “a consistent <type>” or is “of type <type>”); otherwise, it is inconsistent
— this is the bizarre case of one developer adding a file while another developer
adds a folder with the same name. For Java, inconsistent nodes only occur at
folder and file level. A graph is a null graph if it has only null nodes at the
forefront.

The evolution tree is used to update the merged system during background
merging and to identify members affected by conflicts.

2 We omit parent folders for clearness, but the discussion applies to folders too.
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class F {
float e = 2.7f;
public float pi;
int q = 1;
int m(){
return 1;
}
}

F.java (base)

final class F {
float e = 2.7f;
public float pi =3.14 ;
int a = 1;

int q = 2 ;
int m(){
return q ;

}
}

F.java (Anne)

public class F {

float e = 2.7f;
public float pi;
int b = 2;

int q = 3 ;
int m(){
return 1;
}
}

F.java (Bob)

public final class F {
float pi=3.14;
int a = 1;
int b = 2;
int q = 0 ;
int m (){
return q;
}
}

F.java (merged system)

(a) Anne’s and Bob’s changes to F.java (indicated
by the rectangles and the strikes), and the resulting
file in the merged system.

F.java:File

package=””

F:Class
visibility=””
final=false
extends=””

pi:Field

visibility=”public”
type=”float”
initval=””

m():Method

visibility=””
type=”int”
body=”{. . . }”

(b) Some nodes in
F.java (base).

(b)
F.java

F

m()

q pi

e

(A)
F.java

F

a

q
pi

m()

(B)
F.java

F

q
pi

b

(c) The trees of (b)ase, (A)nne, and (B)ob.
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B
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B
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B
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A

e

b
A
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m()

(d) The evolution tree.

Fig. 3. Tracking changes inside the team
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3.2 Background Merging

Background merging uses the evolution tree to do automatic and incremental
n-way structural merging of the most recent changes to the software. It is:

– automatic because all structural conflicts are temporarily resolved in the
merged system using default resolutions to not stall background merging.
One example is the deletions rule, which ignores forefront null nodes when
other forefront nodes exist, in order to favor changes over deletions;3

– incremental because it has to “remerge” only the folders and files that have
been modified in the working copies or in the check-ins since the last call to
background merging;

– and n-way because it merges the forefront nodes in each graph in one pass.

Initialization. The merged system is initialized with the tree at the develop-
ment line’s head, i.e., MS = H . Then, for each call i, MS is updated as follows:

Folder Merging. Visit bottom-up the subtree comprising the graphs in the
evolution tree corresponding to the folders and files that were modified after call
i − 1,4 and follow these rules at each visited graph:

– If the graph is inconsistent, delete the corresponding node in MS.
– If the graph is a consistent file, proceed to “File Merging” (see below).
– If the graph is a consistent folder, create that folder in MS if it does not

exist already there (e.g., it exists before call i, or it was created during call
i because some child was created).

– If the graph is null and the corresponding node in MS is a file, or a folder
having no children, delete that node in MS.

File Merging. Run these ordered steps at each visited graph G (top-down),
starting with the evolution graph corresponding to the file:

1. Identify the graph G′ to be merged. Let G′ = G, then modify G′ following
the order of these steps:
(a) Ignore all null nodes at the forefront whose parent nodes are null and

were ignored in the preceding visited graph. This step is explained with
an example. When a developer deletes a class and another developer
changes one of its methods, MS should include the entire class with the
method change to avoid programming language inconsistencies (e.g, the
change may use fields and methods that were deleted with the class).
Therefore, this step ignores all null nodes corresponding to the class and
its descendents that were deleted, so the class is not incomplete in MS.

3 We have tested this decision with twenty-one graduate students by exposing them
to a “change & deletion” situation, and they all decided to preserve the change.

4 Bottom-up traversal supports files checked out from different points in the develop-
ment line, and checkouts of partial trees.
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(b) For the remaining nodes, let N = {all null nodes at the forefront} and
N = {all non-null nodes at the forefront}. Then, if N is not empty
(you may follow the example in the figure below in which the final G′

corresponds to the nodes linked by the strong arrows):
i. Ignore all nodes in N (deletions rule);
ii. Ignore all nodes succeeded by those in N that are not succeeded

by those in N (nodes only succeeded by ignored null nodes do not
contribute with attribute edits to the merge);

iii. Ignore all nodes succeeded by the oldest node that directly precedes
one in N (the oldest or its successors contribute to the values of all
attributes of the forefront nodes in G′, so we can cut the “tail”).

G :
5 6

1 2

7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14

3 4 Ignored at each step:

i. {1, 12, 14}
ii. {11}
iii. {5}

2. Now do the one that applies:
– If G′ is a null graph, delete the corresponding node in MS.
– If G′ has only one node at the forefront, copy that node’s tree to MS.
– If G′ has several nodes at the forefront:

(a) Copy the merge of G′ to MS as per “Merging a Graph” (see below).
(b) Repeat 1, now for each of the evolution graphs corresponding to the

children of the nodes at the forefront of G′.

Applying these steps to merge Anne’s and Bob’s modifications to base file F.java
will result in “F.java (merged system)” listed in Fig. 3a.

Merging a Graph. A consistent graph G of type T is merged as follows:

1. Set n ← a new node of type T .
2. For each na attribute of n do:

(a) Set E ← {the values of concurrent edits of attribute a in G}. For exam-
ple, given the values of the edits of a (the vis, and the vφs of null nodes)
in the next figure, E = {v1, v2, v4}:

G :
v1

vφ v3 vφ v4

v2

(b) If #E = 0: Set na ← the single value of a in all forefront nodes (because
there are no concurrent attribute edits we maintain the former value).

(c) If #E = 1: Set na ← the single value in E (either there is a single edit,
or all concurrent edits set the same value).
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(d) Otherwise (#E > 1): Set na ← the default value for a, to not stall
background merging.

3. Return the merge node n.

Complexity Analysis. Performance of background merging is assessed via a
cursory complexity analysis.

Time Complexity. File merging is O(Nelem ×Rmax ×Amax) where Nelem is the
number of elements visited in a file, Rmax is the maximum number of nodes in
any of those elements’ graphs, and Amax is the maximum number of attributes
in any of those elements’ types. Since Amax is bounded by the programming
language, file merging is O(Nelem ×Rmax). Background merging updates in the
worst case Nfiles and calls file merging for every file, so its time complexity is
O(Nfiles × Nelem × Rmax) ≈ O(N × Rmax), where N is the total number of
elements to “remerge”. In practice, Rmax is bounded by the maximum team size,
which is generally small for teams in a project to be manageable, so the overall
time complexity is O(N). In our implementation, we merged 16 file versions (484
LOC each on average) in 4.3ms.

Space Complexity. This is proportional to the memory needed to maintain the
evolution tree, so in the worst case it is O(Nsystem × Rmax), where Nsystem is
the total number of folders, files, and elements in the software system being
created by the team, and Rmax is the same as above. Like before, this can be
approximated by O(Nsystem) in practice. Besides, the evolution tree is computed
and stored in memory as needed.

3.3 Conflict Detection

Structural Conflicts. These are detected during background merging. They
are temporarily resolved in the merged system using default resolutions, defined
for the language domain. Default resolutions are necessary to not stall back-
ground merging, yet these conflicts persist in the affected working copies until
the team resolves them after being informed. The types of structural conflicts
are these:

– pseudo direct conflict : occurs when different attributes of a node are concur-
rently changed, or the same attribute is concurrently changed to the same
value. It is a warning that reminds of a possible semantic conflict at language
level (see below). In Fig. 3a, it happened with class “F” and field “pi”;

– attribute change & change conflict : occurs when the same attribute of a node
is concurrently changed to different values. The default resolution is to assign
a default value to the attribute in the merged system’s node according to
the attribute’s type. In Fig. 3a, this conflict was temporarily resolved (gray
color) for the “initval” attribute of field “q” by setting it to zero (the default
value of “int”);
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– node change & deletion conflict : occurs when there are concurrent changes
and deletions to the same node, and the default resolution is to apply the
deletions rule. In Fig. 3a, it happened with method “m()”, so Anne’s change
prevails in the merged system;

– inconsistent graph conflict : occurs when an evolution graph becomes incon-
sistent, and the default resolution is to delete the corresponding node in the
merged system. This weird case should never happen, yet we handle it.

Note that developers are always alerted to structural conflicts, and once they
resolve them in their working copies the merged system is updated with their
resolution in the next iteration of background merging. This is why default
resolutions in the merged system are always temporary.

The remaining conflicts are detected by post-processing the merged system.

Language Conflicts. The merged system is immediately compiled after being
updated. As explained before, all changes only enter background merging if they
are syntactically valid, so compilation errors in the merged system can only
result from invalid combinations of concurrent changes with respect to the static
semantics of the programming language.

As such, post-processing listens the compilation output, processes the errors,
and reports them as language conflicts back to the IDEs of affected members.
This is a very effective solution because it avoids to re-implement complex pro-
gramming language rules. One case is the undefined constructor conflict, which
occurs when one developer adds a constructor with one argument to a class
having no constructors, while another developer creates a subclass of that class.

Behavior Conflicts. These represent undesired behavior because of unex-
pected interactions between merged changes. They are detected by searching
for conflict patterns, that is, logical conjunctions of facts regarding the program
elements and their semantic dependencies in the merged system that identify
potentially unwanted behavior.

The more specialized patterns are the more interesting ones because the con-
flicts they represent are hard for developers to find without tool support. This is
the case of the unexpected override conflict in Section 2, which is found using the
pattern ∃A, B, m1, m2 ∈ G : extends∗(A, B)∧method(A, m1)∧method(B, m2)∧
equalSignature(m1, m2), where A is a super class of B and extends∗ is the tran-
sitive closure of the extends dependency.

Note that conflicts only occur if the instantiated facts correspond to nodes
changed by different members (we omitted this part in the example pattern to
avoid complicating it). An advantage of using conflict patterns is that they can
be easily added to support more behavior conflicts.

Test Conflicts. These are detected by running automated tests in the merged
system. A test conflict is one that fails and its execution flow has reached methods
changed by different members. Suppose that Anne adds a test to verify that
all species have a price defined by method “getPrice()”, and Bob adds class
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Chimpanzee without such method because he is not aware of Anne’s new feature.
As such, Anne’s test will fail in the merged system when retrieving the price of
Chimpanzee, like this execution flow shows:

zoo.testing.ZooTests.setUp()�
zoo.testing.ZooTests.testAnimalGetPrice()� (Anne)
...
zoo.animals.Animal.getPrice(Ljava/lang/Class;)�
zoo.animals.Chimpanzee.getPrice()� (Bob)

A test conflict is detected for “testAnimalGetPrice()” because its execution
reached Anne’s new method (the test) and tried to call “getPrice()” on Bob’s
new class via reflection. Post-processing places hooks in the reflection API (via
bytecode instrumentation), and checks if missing methods were deleted or never
existed, which was the case for Bob, thus detecting a missing method conflict.

3.4 Reporting Conflicts

A conflict is reported to the members that changed the nodes affected by it.
These are the nodes that were “remerged” (structural conflicts), the nodes in-
volved in a compilation error (language conflicts), the nodes that instantiate
the facts of a conflict pattern (behavior conflicts), and the nodes correspond-
ing to the methods in failed execution flows (test conflicts). Only the members
that modified these nodes will receive notifications for the conflicts affecting the
nodes. The evolution tree tracks who modified which nodes, so to find these
members we look for those nodes in this tree.

4 Evaluation

Our evaluation shows that developers using our solution become aware of and
resolve conflicts earlier than when they use only their VCS. It was done via
controlled user experiments, as described next.

The Tool. In order to evaluate, we implemented WECODE as an extension
to the Eclipse IDE (http://www.eclipse.org). The main screen of WECODE
is shown in Fig. 4. The Team view ❸ shows all members in the team and the
details of their changes down to program elements. It shows yellow and red
icons to respectively signal pseudo or more urgent structural conflicts on folders
and files. If they wish to control change transmission, developers can manually
transmit changes to background merging only at stable moments of their
tasks. Developers can also update their code with other members’ changes in
order to early resolve conflicts while changes are vivid in their minds (a chat
view, not shown, facilitates the discussion of changes and resolutions). The Team
Merge view ❹ reports semantic conflicts: notifications have detailed messages

http://www.eclipse.org
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❶

❷
❸

❹

Fig. 4. Continuous merging inside the IDE

describing the conflict, the affected program elements, the affected members, and
how elements were changed. This fosters conflict resolution. In addition, conflicts
are signaled at affected files ❶ and program elements ❷.

Controlled Experiments. Does our tool help developers become aware of and
resolve conflicts earlier than when they use a mainstream VCS? To answer this,
we organized two groups of 7 graduate software engineering students: the WE-
CODE and the VCS groups. Each subject teamed with a confederate, who in-
serted the same conflicts (those in the Team Merge view ❹) at equivalent times
for all subjects, before half of their tasks were done. The application (41 classes,
1143 LOC) and the tasks were designed by the authors, and the application was
sent to all subjects at least two days before their experiment. Before start, the
subjects watched a tutorial video of the tools to use (WECODE and Subversion).
At the end, they were asked to check in and resolve any remaining conflict.

Results. WECODE subjects became aware of all 28 conflicts (7 subjects × 4
conflicts) as they emerged during their tasks before check in, whereas VCS sub-
jects detected no conflict before check in (these are statistically significant results
by Fisher’s or Pearson χ2’s tests of the corresponding 2x2 contingency table).
At check in, VCS subjects only detected the language conflicts because of the
compilation errors (they forgot to run the tests so they missed the test conflict).
Since there were no direct conflicts VCS subjects did not pay attention to the
files changed by the confederate. Only one VCS subject was observed to fre-
quently integrate with the VCS after each task, but there was no direct conflicts
so he said “there is no problem here”.
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Regarding the WECODE group, subjects resolved conflicts early and generally
between their tasks. The average delay to start resolving each conflict type was
(we removed other conflicts’ resolution time from delays): language conf. (4m22s,
sd=5m1s); behavior conf. (2m10s, sd=2m44), and test conf. (3m1s, sd=3m55).
This was also the order that conflicts emerged, and even though the sample was
small, it is interesting to observe that the delay slightly decreased as subjects
got more used with the tool.

Both groups were asked to score (from 1 to 10) if they (liked / would like) to be
informed about conflicts during programming, instead of only at check-in. WE-
CODE subjects scored 9.3 (sd=0.70) and VCS subjects scored 8.00 (sd=1.85),
thus showing a high desire for such feature. Asked why, they said:

VCS: “I would not have to read many conflicts at the end when I probably
had forgotten the changes I made” and “It would make development more
interactive, and I would anticipate when a colleague is breaking our code”
MERGE: “Because it informs me in useful time, thus sparing me time looking
for errors later. All time wasted tracing error messages in the build would
be spent doing useful things”

About our tool, the subjects said “I liked the icon in the editor informing me
about the conflict and with whom” and “I liked most its simplicity of use”.

Threats to Validity. Subjects did not knew they would be evaluating our tool
to not influence their behavior and responses. They were randomly selected
into the groups, and all had experience with the VCS. Using Subversion or
another mainstream VCS would not change the results: all they do is textual
merging. The code to type in every task was given to them thus eliminating the
effect of different programming skills. Regarding external validity, our conflicts
might be threatened regarding their occurrence in practice. Studies are needed
to understand the nature of conflicts, however it is reasonable to assume that
conflicts in real projects are at least as difficult to detect as those we chose. Our
results indicate that continuous merging can be beneficial, still we believe that
experimenting with real projects will provide further insight into our work.

5 Related Work

Our work relates to others in the areas of software merging and awareness.

Software Merging. Textual merging (Unix’s diff3, and all mainstream VCSes)
blocks when textual conflicts occur, like when different attributes are changed
on the same line of text, and fails to match changes when the program elements
are reordered inside concurrent files. Consequently, background textual merg-
ing, like done in [4], has these limitations. In contrast, our background struc-
tural merging never blocks, handles changes to different nodes and attributes
transparently, and supports reorderings, so it detects more important conflicts
(semantic) earlier. Flexible structural merging [13] merges two versions of a file
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using two-dimensional matrices that decide how merging is done at node level
(manual or automatic). Flexibility is achieved by configuring matrices for dif-
ferent collaboration scenarios. This solution does not scale for more than two
versions of a file, because matrices need to be reconfigured each time the num-
ber of versions varies, which is unfeasible in practice. Semantics-based merg-
ing [3] has been mostly theoretical achievements using very limited languages.
Operation-based merging [12] serializes two concurrent sequences of operations.
Tools must capture all changes as operations, but the editors developers use are
not operation-based. Sequences may grow too much, and redundant operations
must be eliminated to avoid false conflicts. In contrast, our solution adapts to
the tools developers use.

Awareness. Solutions based on awareness [7] report which files, types, and pro-
gram elements are being changed at the moment by co-workers, which may help
to detect conflicts early. These solutions may overload developers with notifica-
tions that are irrelevant to what they are doing [5,9,11], and require developers
to investigate the notifications to determine if they bear any conflict. This can
be difficult because of the complex semantic dependencies between program el-
ements (e.g., polymorphism and late binding). Besides, this steals time from
programming. For example, some solutions report direct conflicts even when
changes are done to independent program elements in a file [2,15]. A structure-
based solution like ours does not have this shortcoming. Others go beyond direct
conflicts, and notify when two files, types, or program elements, connected by a
path of semantic dependencies, have been concurrently changed by the developer
and a co-worker [6,16,17]. Nevertheless, in these solutions, developers still have
to investigate the notifications to identify where real conflicts exist.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Early detection of conflicts is important to facilitate resolution. The recom-
mended practice is to frequently manually integrate others’ changes, but this is
too much burden and disrupts the flow of programming. In contrast, we pre-
sented a solution that does really continuous integration in the background in
order to automatically detect conflicts as they emerge during programming, and
reports them in detail inside the IDE. An empirical evaluation demonstrated
that our solution makes developers aware of conflicts that are difficult for them
to find using current tools, and fosters early resolution while changes are still
fresh. This support clearly contrasts with the tools developers use today.

Our research will proceed in several directions. We want to support refactor-
ings and domains beyond programming, like collaborative model-driven
engineering. We want to evaluate our solution via a longitudinal study with
professional programmers in order to adjust it to real projects, and to under-
stand how continuous merging influences their software process, for example, if
new collaboration patterns emerge. In the long term, we want to measure the
overall effect of continuous merging on software quality.
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